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Chapter 1: The Power of Partnership 

The Power of a 24/7 Service Desk Partnership is Productivity - Productivity of your end user clients, and  
productivity of your entire IT staff. Minute by minute, every day of the year, your clients get back to work. 
Month over month and year over year, the insights gained from trend analysis and management reporting 
enable you to continuously improve all aspects of IT, and thereby deliver sustained business value.

The Service Desk is the strong foundation of a successful IT organization. It is the front line “face,” (well, liter-
ally the “voice”) to all of the valued clients you serve. So, think of the Service Desk as a powerful partner in
helping your IT organization provide services and deliver results for your business or organization. 

Your Service Desk partnership, whether it is with an in-house department or with an external strategic partner, 
should provide two key benefits:

1. Immediate support to restore client productivity and fulfill client requests

2. Long term value from the insights gained to prevent recurring issues and drive continuous improvement

Measurement
Best practice IT Service Management starts with measurement. The gathering and use of metrics to manage 
both system and human performance is common practice; however, many IT organizations struggle with what 
to measure and how to use that data to improve performance. First Contact Resolution (FCR) at the Service 
Desk (or Help Desk) is a fundamental and critical metric because of its powerful impact on both service cost 
and service quality.

This eBook discusses FCR and addresses the ways that the FCR Key Performance Indicator (KPI) not only  
impacts client satisfaction, but it also lowers total support costs and increases the efficiency of your IT  
organization.
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Chapter 2: Defining FCR

In order to fully understand how FCR can impact your business, let’s start with a few key definitions.

First Contact Resolution FCR: a metric used to assess the quality of client experience by measuring the 
percentage of contacts that are resolved by the Service Desk on the first interaction with the client.

Net FCR: a metric more relevant than total or gross FCR; excludes contacts that cannot be resolved remotely 
at the Service Desk, such as hardware break/fix and physical add/move/change requests

Net FCR Benchmark: according to MetricNet, average Net FCR for Service Desks worldwide is 74%; the 
number varies widely from as low as 40% to as high as 90% or more

Factors Impacting Net FCR: experience of the Service Desk analysts, the type and complexity of transac-
tions handled, the tools you’ve deployed and permissions granted to analysts are all factors that affect FCR

For a quality customer service
experience and the convenience of your
clients, your Service Desk should offer
multiple methods of contact. And, regardless
of the method, a ticket must be created and
tracked for every contact. Be careful –
multiple methods does not mean too many
to manage. Implement (and enforce) only
those methods of contact for which you can
make certain you have a ticket for every
contact. Use all methods of contact when
calculating your FCR metric.

Service Desks may offer any of the following
channels of client contact. Consider the highlighted 
methods as your best options for consistent service 
and accurate measurement. 

 ✔ Phone
 ✔ Email
 ✔ Chat
 ✔ Walk Up
 ✔ Text
 ✔ Mobile App
 ✔ Social Media
 ✔ Online form or Portal
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Multiple Methods of Contact



Chapter 3: Improving Productivity

Service Desks that measure and strive to continuously improve FCR rates are successful. They strengthen an IT 
service organization. More importantly, they deliver business value.

As FCR increases, productivity increases across the organization and the overall cost of support decreases. 
Incremental improvements in FCR, even as little as a 5-10% change, will be noticed by your clients and your 
organization will reap compelling intangible benefits. A study conducted by Service Quality Measurement 
Group, revealed that for every 1% improvement in FCR, you get a 1% improvement in cliewnt satisfaction.  
(Yes, the juice is worth the squeeze.)

Intangible Benefiwts

 ❏ End-user productivity improves with faster time to resolution 

 ❏ Customer satisfaction increases with predictable, accessible support 

 ❏ IT staff productivity and satisfaction (for Level 2 and 3 team members outside of the Service Desk) increase 
as they are able to focus on strategic projects 

 ❏ Service Desk analyst satisfaction also increases with fewer callbacks and happier clients, and most impor-
tantly, the intrinsic reward from being able to resolve issues promptly and provide quality service 

 ❏ Utilization of IT Support increases as users are more aware of improved service quality 

 ❏ IT gains more visibility to trends and root causes

Our folks don’t realize necessarily that they’re
talking to a third party, they think that somehow

Boscov’s is providing this miraculous service.
- Jim Boscov, Boscov’s Department Store, LLC



Chapter 4: Decreasing Cost

Improvements in first contact resolution also deliver tangible business value. As FCR increases, the 
overall cost of support decreases. The figure below shows industry estimates for resolution costs at 
various levels of support. Applying these estimates in a sample benefit calculation demonstrates the 
direct and significant financial benefits of improving FCR.
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FCR Benefits Calculator

First Contact Resolution (FCR) at the Service Desk is a fundamental and critical 
metric. It not only impacts client satisfaction, but it also lowers total support 
costs and increases the efficiency of your IT organization.

Use this simple calculator to see how any  
improvement to first contact resolution in your  

organization will deliver cost savings.

Calculate Your  
Monthly Savings 



Chapter 5: Getting Started

 To lower service costs and improve
quality, begin by making sure that all support
issues are directed to a single point of
contact, the Service Desk. This seems
obvious, but is often overlooked. Many
organizations develop subject matter experts
who become support heroes to some of your
clients. The clients themselves, your IT team,
and the organization will all be best served if
all issues and requests are reported to the
Service Desk. Period.
 With confidence that you’re capturing
and serving all IT issues and requests, you can
then focus on measuring and improving FCR.

1. Record and categorize all issues in an IT 
Service Management database, or ticketing  
system. (You can’t manage what you don’t 
measure!) 

2. Track calls solved during initial contact. 
This can be done by having analysts  
indicate FCR in a required checkbox.  
Don’t fret about the subjectivity of this  
process  – Audit It! 

3. Establish your baseline and set a goal 
for improvement. 

4. Improve first call resolution and deliver
increased business value. Sound simple? 
Simply powerful.
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Contegix® provides cloud, application lifecycle  
management, and managed services to all markets 
from start-up to enterprise. Offering public (AWS & 
Azure), private, and hybrid cloud, we also serve as a 
trusted advisor for IaaS and PaaS. We are the global 
leader in Atlassian hosting and have extensive capa-
bilities with other application lifecycle management 
tools like GitHub, and CMS tools such as Drupal, 
Magento and WordPress. As a FedRAMPauthorized 
service provider, Contegix offers federal agencies 
secure cloud storage and solutions. Our PaaS  
BlackMesh SecureCloud, meets strict government 
security guidelines, which puts us amongst the top 
FedRAMP-authorized providers.

Our services and technology are designed for the 
DevOps team, with the sole purpose of helping 
companies grow smarter and faster. By providing 
infrastructure, deep expertise, and talent we allow 
businesses and their developers to focus on company 
innovation and growth, rather than backend  

management. As the premier Cloud Application  
Service Provider (CASP®), we bridge the gap  
between hosting providers who simply provide  
support to the OS level and MSP’s who only go  
down to the OS level. We provide support all the  
way up from the hardware to the app stack to ensure  
optimal performance of companies’ critical websites 
and applications.

Contegix offers award-winning on premise, Service 
Desk, and hybrid client solutions. We provide expert 
managed services for complete infrastructure  
optimization along with unrivaled, 24/7 Go Beyond 
Support. We serve customers in a range of industries 
– from innovative technology start-ups, to Fortune 
500 companies and earn hundreds of strong client 
referrals each year from happy customers – a  
testimony to our commitment to building long-term 
relationships and business partnerships.
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